BAGA TEST: British Gymnastics Awards
The BAGA Awards (British Amateur Gymnastics Association) is a proficiency scheme for
young gymnasts, which was adopted by seventy other countries.
There are different categories depending the age and level. All children/ adults will receive a
certificate and badge of the level assessed/ passed.
At our Sponte Sua Gymnastics we assess one level per year and starts as follows:
** FUNdamental Movement ideas for Early Years is a movement programme designed and
developed by British Gymnastics in conjunction with early years specialists to help younger
children to acquire essential physical, social and emotional life skills. We assess the FUNdamental
on children form 3 to 4y.o.
** The Pre-School Gymnastics Award Scheme developed for children from 3 years focuses on
the development of physical literacy and movement skills. Children learn the three fundamental
building blocks of movement – Action, Balance and Coordination, with a range of 40 different
activities to choose from. The scheme introduces children to physical activity in a fun yet structured
environment so that they can safely learn and experiment action, balance and coordination
activities. Badges may be purchased to reward successful completion. We assess the Pre-school
Award on children from 5 to 6y.o.
** Core Proficiency Award: follows on from Pre- School for beginners and children aged from Age
(6 to 11-13) as recognition of completion of our Core Proficiency programme developing core skills
such as balance, strength, flexibility and coordination and incorporating compulsory pulse raising
activities to promote an active lifestyle. There are 10 types of activity and 8 levels of
attainment. Levels goes from 8 to 1 where at level 1 children receive also a medal.
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Apparatus and Dance & Aerobics. It broadly underpins development work for Grades, the Next
Step Competition Framework and National Development Programmes. Levels are
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with the Bronze level of an Advance Proficiency on the following year.
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** FUNdamental Movement.

The Fundamentals Wall Charts are brightly coloured A3
posters with detailed illustrations of the 10 suggested
activities within each theme. The cartoon design and
colourful aesthetic represent the creativity and fun in
every session. The wall charts act as a tool to illustrate the
aims of your themed session and a point of reference for
gymnasts throughout the session.
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** Core Proficiency Award:

** The Advanced Proficiency

